CHEMISTRY

LABS. The lab component of your chemistry classes begins later in the semester, generally after the first week of classes. Check your course notes on Bear Tracks or your course syllabus to know when your labs begin. Things will get much busier once your labs begin. Go to a Studying and Reading Workshop hosted by the Academic Success Centre for strategies on time management before labs begin to solidify your study habits.

SEMINARS. Chemistry Seminars provide access to the help room, available for all introductory chemistry classes. Help room location and hours of operation are listed in your lab manual.

INTERESTING COURSES TO CONSIDER. CHEM 299 - Research Opportunity Program in Chemistry (mentored introduction to research in the lab, regular meetings on various topics). CHEM 300 - Introduction to Industrial Chemistry (weekly meetings, industrial talks and tours, resume and interview preparation). CHEM 399: Research Experience in Chemistry (participation in a research project).

DEPARTMENT AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS. The majority of awards are administered by Student Financial Supports. Please see Undergraduate Awards for more information about available scholarships and awards for continuing and convocating undergraduate students. Chemistry specific awards can be found under the Science link and search on the keyword “Chemistry.” The application portal can be accessed through BearTracks and is available January 15 - April 1. Students do not have to apply for prizes, which go to students in a specific course(s). A smaller number of awards and prizes are administered by the department of chemistry, and further information is available here.